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Skin Regeneration: Anti Aging

Summary:
Studies performed on plasma resurfacing 
patients have confirmed continued collagen 
production, reduction of elastosis, and 
progressive skin rejuvenation beyond 1 year 
treatment. Plasma has also been found to be 
effective in improving deep wrinkles, wound 
healing, and treating rhytids of the body, actinic 
keratoses, viral papillomata, seborrheic keratoses, 
superficial skin lesions, photoaging, skin laxity, 
and acne scars. Furthermore, PSR has received 
US FDA 510 (k) clearance, certifying its efficacy 
and safety profile. 

Keywords: facial rejuvenation, plasma resurfacing
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Plasma Effects

Skin Regeneration: Anti Aging

Summary:
Plasma provides an attractive alternative to standard 
CO2 laser with good remodeling of tissue 
architecture. Epidermis regenerated after PSR 
treatment shows a smoother surface profile than 
adjacent untreated issue. 

Key words: PSR; regeneration/resurfacing; plasma; 
CO2; remodeling
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Plasma Effects

Skin Regeneration: Anti Aging

Summary:
Fibroblasts are shown to increase collagen 
formation and increase in thickness and 
density of dermal collagen. Studies show that 
injections of autologous fibroblasts produced 
improvements in rhytids, acne scars, and 
other dermal defects for at least 12 months 
after injection. No adverse events were 
reported. 

Summary:
Non-thermal plasma produces reactive oxygen species 
(ROS) which enhances fibroblast growth factor-2 (FGF-2) 
neutralizing antibody. Furthermore, ROS promotes 
vascularization, which plays a key role in wound healing 
and tissue engineering.

Keywords: vascularization; wound healing; angiogensis,; 
non-thermal plasma; reactive oxygen species; fibroblast 
growth factor-2 release
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Plasma Effects

Skin Regeneration: Anti Aging

Summary:
Pronounced wound healing effect of nitric 
oxide (NO) obtained by plasma was confirmed 
in patients with complicated stubborn wounds, 
and post-radiation and trophic ulcers. Studies 
reveal that plasma, and NO specifically, 
improves normalization of microcirculation, 
decreased inflammation, enhanced 
phagocytosis, activation of macrophages, and 
accelerated proliferation of fibroblasts. 

Keywords: plasma; nitric oxide; wound healing; 
inflammation
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Plasma Effects

Skin Regeneration: Anti Aging

Summary:
Plasma is shown to be effective in medical 
sterilization, wound healing, and tissue 
regeneration. 

Plasma generates NO which assists in the 
proliferation of fibroblasts, ultimately 
accelerating the synthesis of collagen. 
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Plasma Effects

Whitening and Acne Treatment 

Summary:
Experiments conducted in the study show that 
plasma improves acne treatment and aesthetic 
skin condition. Plasma was shown to have 
smoothening and whitening effects on the skin.
As plasma was shown to generate healthier 
skin, it was revealed to be a novel, safe, and 
effective alternative to traditional acne 
treatment.
Keywords: Non-thermal plasma, DBD method, 
skin improvement, acne
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Plasma Effects

Skin Regeneration: Whitening

Summary:
Plasma skin regeneration allows for significant 
successful treatment of photodamaged facial 
skin with minimal downtime. Three months 
after PSR treatment, investigators found a 37% 
reduction in facial rhytids and study 
participants noted a 68% improvement in skin 
texture, elasticity, and pigmentation.
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Plasma Effects

Skin Regeneration: Whitening

Summary:
Plasma was shown to be safe and effective for the 
treatment of facial post-burn hyperpigmentation. 
After a series of treatments, 32 of the 35 patients 
tested had achieved a >51% improvement of their 
hyperpigmentation. 

Keywords: Post-burn hyperpigmentation, micro-
plasma
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Plasma Effects

Sterilization

Summary:
Plasma generated through dielectric barrier 
discharge(DBD) method has shown efficacy in 
skin disinfection, treating atopic eczema 
(superinfected dermatitis), modulating the 
epidermal barrier, and enhancing chronic 
wound treatment, without any noted side 
effects.

Cold atmospheric pressure plasma constitutes a 
new and innovative treatment option especially 
for superinfected skin diseases.
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Plasma Effects

Sterilization

Summary:
2 minute treatment of cold atmospheric argon 
plasma was shown to be safe, painless, and 
effective, decreasing 40% of bacterial load in 
plasma treated wounds, regardless of the 
species of bacteria and without any noted side 
effects. 
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Plasma Effects

Sterilization

Summary:
Non-thermal atmospheric-pressure plasma 
generated by DBD method was shown to be 
more effective in sterilizing bacteria when 
directly applied than being indirectly applied. 
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Plasma Effects

Sterilization

Summary:
Study shows decreasing number of bacteria 
colonies (E.coli) with increasing plasma 
treatment time. 
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Plasma Effects

Sterilization

Summary:
Low temperature plasmas have shown success 
in decontamination of a wide range of 
microorganisms including bacteria, fungi, and 
algae and has even shown success in damaging 
bacterial spores.

Keywords: non thermal plasma; 
decontamination; antimicrobial
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Plasma Effects

Sterilization

Summary:
Cold atmospheric plasmas allow efficient, 
contact-free and painless disinfection, even in 
microscopic openings, without damaging 
healthy tissue. Clinical trials show the efficacy 
and tolerability of plasma in treating infected 
chronic wounds and in sterilization in a safe 
manner. 
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Transdermal Drug Delivery (TDD)

Summary:

Study demonstrates the ability of non-thermal 
plasma to increase skin permeation and 
enhance transdermal delivery of large 
molecules including liposomes (100 nm), 
nanoparticles (50 nm) & proteins (115kDa) to 
deep layers of the skin rapidly without causing 
skin damage. 
Results also show that plasma is able to 
overcome the highly resistive stratum corneum
and enhance permeation of the skin to 
promote transdermal delivery of molecules 
that are at least six times as large as those 
molecules that are freely able to diffuse across 
skin. 

Keywords: Non-thermal Plasma, DBD, 
Transdermal Drug Delivery, Plasma Medicine
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Transdermal Drug Delivery (TDD)

Summary:
Plasma generated by DBD method shows 
improvements of transdermal drug delivery of 
Alzheimer’s medicine hydrophilic drug galantamine 
hydrobromide (GaHBR).

OH radicals generated by plasma increases 
hydrophilic properties of fatty acids and changes 
the lipid composition of the skin, causing an 
increase of skin permeability.

OH radicals formed by plasma was shown to cause 
lipid peroxidation leading to truncated lipid chains, 
inducing pore formation. These temporal pores 
were observed after plasma treatment and allowed 
for the penetration of large molecules through the 
skin in several minutes. Pores had lifetime of less 
than 5 minutes after treatment. 

Keywords: microplasma, plasma drug delivery, 
stratum corneum
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Plasma Effects

Transdermal Drug Delivery (TDD)

Summary: 
Plasma was shown to, without damaging skin, 
enhance percutaneous absorption of drugs as an 
alternative to hypodermic needles. Fig. 8 shows 
enhancement of transdermal absorption of dye after 
3-mins of plasma treatment. Fig. 10. and 15. shows 
temporal conformational disorder of intercellular 
lipid bilayers to the stratum corneum (SC) (allowing 
for pathways), ultimately returning to the same 
position without damaging the SC. 
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Plasma Effects

Transdermal Drug Delivery (TDD)

Summary:
Study concludes that O and OH radicals generated 
by plasma abstract H atoms from fatty acids, 
leading to the formation of conjugated bonds, but 
also the incorporation of alcohol or aldehyde 
groups, increasing the hydrophilic character of fatty 
acids and changing the general lipid composition of 
the skin. No formation of possibly toxic products 
was observed within the investigated model.

For reference: The stratum corneum is hyrdophobic, 
which prevents the moisture in the skin from 
evaporating. 
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Plasma Effects

Transdermal Drug Delivery (TDD)

Summary: 
Plasma irradiated on the basis of DBD onto 
supported lipid bilayer (SLB) shows formation of 
pores on the order of 10 nm to 1 micrometer. Fig. 2. 
and Fig. 4.’s black dots display pore formation. 
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Transdermal Drug Delivery (TDD)

Summary: 
After 3 minutes of plasma treatment, the 
cumulative amount of GaHbr (Alzheimer drug) 
permeated through skin was increased by 
approximately 2 times at 24 h-post experiment.






